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In this paper, we focus on video programs that are intended to disseminate information and knowledge such as news, documentaries, seminars, etc, and present an audiovisual summarization system that summarizes the audio and visual contents of the given
video separately, and then integrating the two summaries with a partial alignment. The audio summary is created by selecting
spoken sentences that best present the main content of the audio speech while the visual summary is created by eliminating duplicates/redundancies and preserving visually rich contents in the image stream. The alignment operation aims to synchronize
each spoken sentence in the audio summary with its corresponding speaker’s face and to preserve the rich content in the visual
summary. A Bipartite Graph-based audiovisual alignment algorithm is developed to eﬃciently find the best alignment solution
that satisfies these alignment requirements. With the proposed system, we strive to produce a video summary that: (1) provides
a natural visual and audio content overview, and (2) maximizes the coverage for both audio and visual contents of the original
video without having to sacrifice either of them.
Keywords and phrases: video summarization, audiovisual summarization, partial audiovisual alignment, bipartite graph,
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Video programs are voluminous, redundant, and are a timesequential medium whose overall contents cannot be captured at a glance. The voluminous and sequential nature of
video programs not only creates congestions in computer
systems and communication networks, but also causes bottlenecks in human information comprehension due to the
limited human information processing speed. In the past
decade, great eﬀorts have been made to relieve the computer
and communication congestion problems. However, in the
whole video content creation, storage, processing, delivery,
and utilization loop, the human bottleneck problem has long
been neglected. Without technologies enabling fast and eﬀective content overviews, browsing through video collections
or finding desired video programs from a long list of search
results will remain arduous and painful tasks.
Automatic video content summarization is one of the
promising solutions to the human bottleneck problem. A
concise and informative video summary will enable the user
to quickly figure out the general content of a video and help
him/her to decide whether the whole video program is worth
watching. On the Internet, a compact video summary can be
used as a video thumbnail of the original video, which requires much less eﬀorts to download and comprehend. For

most home users with very limited network bandwidths, this
type of video thumbnails can well prevent them from spending minutes or tens of minutes downloading lengthy video
programs, only to find them irrelevant. For video content retrieval, a video summary will certainly save the user’s time
and eﬀort to browse through large volumes of video collections and to spot the desired videos from a long list of search
results.
There are many possible ways for summarizing video
contents. To date, the most common approach is to extract
a set of keyframes from the original video and display them
as thumbnails in a storyboard. However, keyframes extracted
from a video sequence are a static image set that contains
no temporal properties nor audio information of the video.
While keyframes are eﬀective in helping the user to identify
the desired shots from a video, they are far from suﬃcient
for the user to get a general idea of the video content, and to
judge if the content is relevant or not.
In this paper, we begin with the discussion of diﬀerent types of video programs and their appropriate summarization methods. Then, we proceed to propose an audiovisual summarization system which summarizes the audio
and the visual contents of the given video separately, and
then integrates the two summaries with a partial alignment.
The audio content summarization is achieved by using the
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latent semantic analysis technique to select representative
spoken sentences from the audio track, while the visual
content summarization is performed by eliminating duplicates/redundancies and preserving visually distinct contents
from the image track of the given video program. A bipartite
graph-based audiovisual alignment algorithm is developed
to eﬃciently find the best alignment solution between the
audio and the visual summaries that satisfies the predefined
alignment requirements. With the proposed system, we strive
to produce a motion video summary for the original video
that (1) provides a natural and eﬀective audio and visual content overview and (2) maximizes the coverage for both audio and visual contents without having to sacrifice either of
them. Such audiovisual summaries dramatically increase the
information intensity and depth, and lead to a more eﬀective
video content overview.
2.

RELATED WORK

To date, video content overview is mainly achieved by using keyframes extracted from original video sequences. Many
works focus on breaking video into shots and then finding a
fixed number of keyframes for each detected shot. Tonomura
et al. used the first frame from each shot as a keyframe [1].
Ueda et al. represented each shot using its first and last frames
[2]. Ferman and Tekalp clustered the frames in each shot and
selected the frame closest to the center of the largest cluster
as the keyframe [3].
An obvious disadvantage of the above equal-number
keyframe assignment is that long shots in which camera pan
and zoom, as well as object motion, progressively unveil the
entire event will not be adequately represented. To address
this problem, DeMenthon et al. proposed to assign keyframes
of a variable number according to the activity level of the corresponding scene shot [4]. Their method represents a video
sequence as a trajectory curve in a high-dimensional feature space and uses the recursive binary curve splitting algorithm to find a set of perceptually significant points to approximate the video curve. This approximation is repeated
until the approximation error comes below the user’s specified value. Frames corresponding to these perceptually significant points are then used as keyframes to summarize the
video contents. As the curve splitting algorithm assigns more
points to a larger curvature, this method naturally assigns
more keyframes to shots with more variations.
Keyframes extracted from a video sequence may contain
duplications and redundancies. In a TV program with two
talking persons, the video camera usually switches back and
forth between the two persons, with the insertion of some
global views of the scene. Applying the above keyframe selection methods to this kind of video sequences will yield many
keyframes that are almost identical. To remove redundancies from keyframes, Yeung et al. selected one keyframe from
each video shot, performed hierarchical clustering on these
keyframes based on their visual similarity and temporal distance, and then retained only one keyframe for each cluster
[5]. Girgensohn and Boreczky also applied the hierarchical
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clustering technique to group the keyframes into as many
clusters as specified by the user. For each cluster, a keyframe
is selected such that the constraints of an even distribution
of keyframes over the length of the video and a minimum
distance between keyframes are met [6].
Apart from the above methods of keyframe selection,
summarizing video contents using keyframes has its own
limitations. A video program is a continuous recording of
real-world events. A set of static keyframes by no means captures the dynamics and main content of the video program.
In viewing a movie or a TV program, the user may well prefer a summarized motion video with a specified time length
to a set of static keyframes.
There have been research eﬀorts that strive to output
motion video summaries to accommodate better content
overviews. The CueVideo system from IBM provides the fast
video playback function which plays long, static shots with a
faster speed (a higher frame rate) and plays short, dynamic
shots with a slower speed (a lower frame rate) [7]. However,
this variable frame rate playback causes static shots to look
more dynamic and dynamic shots to look more static, and
therefore, it dramatically distorts the temporal characteristics of the video sequence. On the other hand, the Informedia system from CMU provides the video skim that strives to
identify, and playback only the semantically important image
segments along with the semantically important audio keywords/phrases in the video sequence [8]. The importance of
each image segment is measured using a set of heuristic rules
which are highly subjective and content specific. This rulebased approach has certainly put limitations for handling diversified video images. Yahiaoui, et al. also proposed a similar method that summarizes multi-episode videos based on
statistics as well as heuristics [9].
3.

THREE TYPES OF SUMMARIES

Video programs, such as movies, dramas, talk shows, and
so forth, have a strong synchronization between their audio and visual contents. Usually what we hear from the audio track directly corresponds to what we see on screen, and
vice versa. For this type of video programs, since synchronization between audio and image streams is critical, the
summarization has to be either audiocentric or imagecentric.
The audiocentric summarization can be accomplished by the
following two steps. First, an audio summary is composed
by selecting audio segments of the original video that contain either important audio sounds or semantically important speeches. Advanced audio/speech recognition and text
analysis techniques can be applied here to accomplish the
goal. To enforce the synchronization, the corresponding visual summary has to be generated by selecting the image segments corresponding to those audio segments forming the
audio summary. Similarly, an imagecentric summary can be
created by selecting representative image segments from the
original video to form a visual summary, and then taking the
corresponding audio segments to form the associated audio
summary. For these types of summarizations, either audio or
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Figure 1: System-block diagram.

image contents of the original video will be sacrificed in the
summaries.
Conversely, there are certain video programs that do not
have a strong synchronization between their audio and visual contents. Consider a TV news program in which an audio segment presents information concerning the number of
casualties caused by a recent earthquake. The corresponding
image segment could be a close shot of a reporter in the field,
of rescue teams working at the scene of a collapsed building,
or of a regional map illustrating the epicenter of the quake.
The audio content is related but does not directly refer to the
corresponding image content. This kind of video production
patterns are very common among such video programs as
news, documentaries, seminars, and so forth. For this type of
video programs, since there is no strong synchronization between the associated audio and visual contents, we propose
to summarize the audio and the visual contents separately
and then integrate the two summaries with a partial alignment. With this approach, we can maximize the coverage for
both audio and image contents without having to sacrifice
either of them. The following sections present our approach
to the audiovisual summarization.
4.

CREATING AUDIOVISUAL SUMMARIES

We strive to produce a motion video summary for the original video that (1) provides a natural and eﬀective audio and
visual content overview and (2) maximizes the coverage for
both audio and visual contents of the original video without
having to sacrifice either of them.
Figure 1 is the block diagram of the proposed audiovisual
content summarization system. The summarization process
starts by receiving the user’s input of the video’s filename

and the two summarization parameters: the summary length
Lsum and the minimum time length of each image segment
Lmin in the summary. Given Lsum and Lmin , the maximum
number of image segments a video summary can incorporate
equals N = Lsum /Lmin . Here, Lmin provides the user with a
control knob to choose between the breadth- and the depthoriented visual summary. A small value for Lmin will produce
a breadth-oriented summary that consists of more image segments, each is shorter in length, while a large value for Lmin
will produce a depth-oriented summary that consists of less
image segments, each is longer in length.
For the audio content summarization, speech recognition is first conducted on the audio track of the original video
to obtain a speech transcript which includes the recognized
sentences along with their time codes within the audio track.
Next, the text summarization method described in [10] is applied to the speech transcript to create a text summary of the
user specified length Lsum . This method creates a text summary by selecting sentences that best represent the main content of the speech transcript. An audio summary is then created by taking the audio segments corresponding to the sentences comprising the text summary and then concatenating
them in their original time order.
As for the visual content summarization, an ideal summary should be the one that retains only visually important
image segments of the original video. However, finding visually important image segments requires an overall understanding of the visual content, which is beyond our reach
given the state of the art in current computer vision and image understanding techniques. On the other hand, it is relatively easy to identify duplicates and redundancies in a video
sequence. For the purpose of visual content overviews, the
video watching time will be largely shortened, and the original visual content will not be dramatically lost if we eliminate those duplicate shots and curtail those lengthy and static
shots. Therefore, instead of relying on heuristically picking
“important” segments for generating visual summaries, we
choose to eliminate duplicates and redundancies while preserving visually distinct contents in the given video.
Our visual content summarization is composed of the
following major steps (see Figure 1). First, shot boundary detection is conducted to segment the image track into individual scene shots. Next, shot clustering is performed to group
scene shots into the required number N = Lsum /Lmin of clusters based on their visual similarities. The summary length
Lsum is then divided into N time slots each of which lasts
for Lmin seconds, and each time slot is assigned to a suitable
shot from an appropriate shot cluster. The decision of assigning a time slot to which shot from which cluster is made by
the alignment process to fulfil the predefined alignment constraints (see Section 7 for detailed descriptions). Once a shot
is assigned a time slot, its beginning portion (Lmin -second
long) is collected, and a visual summary is composed by concatenating these collected segments in their original time order. Moreover, face detection is conducted for each scene shot
to detect the most salient frontal face that steadily appears in
the shot. Such a face is considered as the speaker’s face and
will play an important role in the alignment operation.
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For the alignment task, to achieve the summarization
goals listed at the beginning of this section, we partially align
the spoken sentences in the audio summary with the associated image segments in the original video. With video programs such as news and documentaries, a sentence spoken by
an anchor person or a reporter lasts for ten to fifteen seconds
in average. If a full alignment is made between each spoken
sentence in the audio summary and its corresponding image
segment, what we may get in the worst case is a video summary whose image part consists mostly of anchor persons
and reporters. The summary created this way may look natural and smooth, but it is at the great sacrifice of the visual
content. To create a content-rich audiovisual summary, we
propose the following alignment operations. For each spoken
sentence in the audio summary, if the corresponding image
segment in the original video displays scenes rather than the
speaker’s face, perform no alignment operations and create
the corresponding portion of the visual summary with shot
segments from appropriate shot clusters; otherwise, align the
spoken sentence with its corresponding image segment for
the first Lmin seconds, and then fill the remaining portion of
the corresponding visual summary with shot segments from
appropriate shot clusters. The decision of selecting which
shot from which cluster is made by the alignment process to
fulfill the predefined alignment constraints.
Detailed descriptions of the text summarization, scene
shot clustering, and alignment operations are provided in the
following sections.
5.

TEXT SUMMARIZATION

In our audiovisual content summarization system, an audio summary is created by applying the text summarization
method described in [10] to the speech transcript of the original audio track. This text summarization method uses the
latent semantic analysis technique to select sentences which
best represent the main content of the given text document.
The process starts with the creation of a terms-by-sentences
matrix A = [A1 A2 · · · An ], where each column vector
Ai = [a1i a2i · · · ami ]T represents the term-frequency vector of sentence i in the document, and each element a ji in Ai
represents the weighted occurrence frequency of word j in
sentence i. If there are a total of m terms and n sentences in
the document, then we have an m × n matrix A for the document. Since every word does not normally appear in each
sentence, the matrix A is usually sparse.
Given an m × n matrix A, where without loss of generality
m ≥ n, the SVD of A is defined as in [11]
A = UΣVT ,

(1)

where U = [ui j ] is an m × n column-orthonormal matrix whose columns are called left singular vectors, Σ =
diag(σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σn ) is an n × n diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are nonnegative singular values sorted in
descending order, and V = [vi j ] is an n × n orthonormal
matrix whose columns are called right singular vectors. If
rank(A) = r, then Σ satisfies

σ1 ≥ σ2 · · · ≥ σr > σr+1 = · · · = σn = 0.

(2)

The interpretation of applying the SVD to the terms by
sentences matrix A can be made from two diﬀerent viewpoints. From transformation point of view, the SVD derives
a mapping between the m-dimensional space spanned by
the term-frequency vectors and the r-dimensional singular
vector space with all of its axes linearly independent. This
mapping projects each column vector Ai in matrix A, which
represents the term-frequency vector of sentence i, to column vector ψi = [vi1 vi2 · · · vir ]T of matrix VT , and maps
each row vector j in matrix A, which tells the occurrence
count of a word j in each of the documents, to row vector
ϕ j = [u j1 u j2 · · · u jr ] of matrix U. Here, each element vix
of ψi and u j y of ϕ j is called the index with the i th and j  th
singular vectors, respectively.
From the semantic point of view, the SVD derives the latent semantic structure from the document represented by
matrix A [12]. This operation reflects a breakdown of the
original document into r linearly independent base topics
or concepts. A unique SVD feature which is lacking in conventional IR technologies is that the SVD is capable of capturing and modeling interrelationships among terms (word
combination patterns). Each salient word combination pattern usually defines and describes a major topic/concept of
the document. It can be demonstrated that, in the singular
vector space [10, 12],
(1) each singular vector represents a salient topic;
(2) the singular vector with the largest corresponding singular value represents the topic that is the most salient
in the document;
(3) the sentence having the largest index with singular vector i best describes the topic represented by this singular vector.
Leveraging the above observations, the text summarization
using the latent semantic analysis technique is devised as follows:
(1) decompose the document D into individual sentences,
and use these sentences to form the candidate sentence
set S, and set k = 1;
(2) construct the terms by sentences matrix A for the document D;
(3) perform the SVD on A to obtain the singularvalue matrix Σ and the right singular-vector matrix VT . In the
singularvector space, each sentence i is represented by
the column vector ψi = [vi1 vi2 · · · vir ]T of VT ;
(4) select the k th right singular-vector from matrix VT ;
(5) select the sentence which has the largest index value
with the k th right singular vector, and include it in
the summary;
(6) if k reaches the predefined number, terminate the operation; otherwise, increment k by one and go to step
(4).
In step (5) of the above operation, finding the sentence that
has the largest index value with the k th right singular vector
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is equivalent to finding the column vector ψi whose k th element vik is the largest. By the hypothesis, this operation is
equivalent to finding the sentence describing the salient concept/topic represented by the k th singular vector. Since the
singular vectors are sorted in descending order of their corresponding singular values, the k th singular vector represents the k th important concept/topic. Because all the singular vectors are independent of one another, the sentences
selected by this method contain the minimum redundancy.
6.

CLUSTERING SCENE SHOTS

To find redundancies and duplicates in the image track of
the original video, we segment the image track into individual scene shots, and then group them into N = Lsum /Lmin
clusters based on their visual similarities. The generated shot
clusters meet the following two conditions:
(1) all the shots within the same cluster are visually similar;
(2) any pair of shots from two diﬀerent clusters is remarkably diﬀerent in terms of its visual contents.
After the shot clustering process, we pick one shot from each
cluster and take a segment of this shot to compose the visual
summary. The decision of selecting which shot from which
cluster is made by the alignment process to fulfill the predefined alignment constraints (see Section 7 for detailed descriptions). Because the shot clustering process groups visually similar shots into the same cluster and only a segment of
one shot is selected from each cluster, this visual summarization method ensures that duplicates and redundancies are diminished and visually distinct contents are preserved within
the visual summary.
In the literature, hierarchical clustering is a commonly
used technique for dynamically grouping scene shots into a
specified number of clusters. However, this technique does
not meet the above conditions for the following reasons:
(1) the computation time is O(n3 ) for building up the entire hierarchy, where n is the number of scene shots;
(2) when the clustering hierarchy reaches certain heights,
some major, visually diﬀerent scene shots will be
merged together;
(3) at the lower layers of the clustering hierarchy, many visually similar shots have yet to be merged properly, and
there are still some shot clusters that are visually similar to one another.
If the summarization process has to take clusters from layers
described in either (2) or (3), this summary will either drop
some major shots or will contain many duplicates.
To solve the above problems, we propose a novel method
that performs scene shot clustering using the minimum
spanning tree algorithm, together with the upper-bound and
the lower-bound thresholds Thigh and Tlow .
Minimum spanning tree (MST) is a special kind of graph
that connects all its vertices using the shortest path [13]. Let
G = (V, E) be a connected, undirected graph, where V is the
set of vertices and E is the set of possible interconnections

between pairs of vertices. For each edge (u, v) ∈ E, we define
a weight w(u, v) specifying the cost to connect u and v. MST
of the graph G = (V, E) is defined as T = (V, P), where P
is an acyclic subset P ⊆ E that connects all the vertices and
minimizes the total weight
w(P) =



w(u, v).

(3)

(u,v)∈P

Construction of MST T for a given graph G is not unique
and could have multiple solutions.
For our scene shot clustering problem, MST T is constructed for such a graph G = (V, E), where each vertex
v ∈ V represents a scene shot of the original video, and each
edge (u, v) ∈ E represents the distance between shots u and v
in the image feature space. By definition, T = (V, P) connects
the shot set V with the shortest edge set P. Givena graph
G = (V, E), its MST T can be built in time O(|E|lg |V |). The
computation time is a dramatic improvement comparing to
the time O(|V 3 |) required for the hierarchical clustering.
Once an MST T = (V, P) is constructed for the shot set
V , we sort all the edges in P in descending order of their
lengths. As T is a tree structure, which means that any two
vertices in T are connected by a unique simple path, a cut at
any edge will break the tree into two subtrees. Therefore, if
N shot clusters are required to compose the video summary,
we can cut T at its top (N − 1) longest edges to obtain N
subtrees and to use each subtree to form a shot cluster. Let
LN −1 denote the length of the (N − 1) th longest edge of T.
All of the N subtrees obtained above have a property that the
distance between an arbitrary vertex and its nearest neighbor
is less than, or equal to, LN −1 . Because the (N − 1) th longest
edge of T defines the upper-bound edge of the subsequent
N subtrees, to highlight its special role in the shot clustering
process we call it the threshold edge for cutting the MST.
To achieve a shot clustering result meeting the two conditions listed at the beginning of this section using MST, we
must put certain restrictions on cutting the tree. Our experiments have shown that, using image features with a reasonable discrimination power, we can easily find an upperbound threshold Thigh and a lower-bound threshold Tlow that
divide pairs of scene shots into three categories:
(1) the two shots are completely diﬀerent when their distance in the feature space exceeds Thigh ;
(2) the two shots are similar when their distance in the feature space is smaller than Tlow ;
(3) when the distance is between Thigh and Tlow , the two
shots could be judged as either similar or diﬀerent depending on how strict the similarity criterion is.
The upper-bound and the lower-bound thresholds actually
have created an ambiguous zone of judgment. This ambiguous zone provides us with a threshold range for cutting the
MST. To ensure that the clustering process does not separate
visually similar shots into diﬀerent clusters nor merge completely diﬀerent shots into the same clusters, the length of the
threshold edge for cutting the MST must be between Thigh
and Tlow .
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Under the extreme circumstances where the required
number of clusters N is either very high or very low, and
cannot be generated without breaking the two conditions, we
use either Thigh or Tlow to generate clusters of number N  that
best approaches N. If N  > N, we let the alignment process to
determine which cluster to keep and which cluster to discard.
If N  < N, we use N  instead of N and evenly assign the total
summary length Lsum among the N  shot clusters.
7.

ALIGNMENT OPERATIONS

Let A(ti , τi ) and I(ti , τi ) denote the audio and image segments
that start at time instant ti and last for τi seconds, respectively.
The alignment operation consists of the following two main
steps:
(1) for a spoken sentence A(ti , τi ) in the audio summary,
check the content of its corresponding image segment
I(ti , τi ) in the original video. If I(ti , τi ) shows a closeup
face, and this face has not been aligned with any other
component in the audio summary, align A(ti , τi ) with
I(ti , τi ) for Lmin seconds. Otherwise, do not perform
the alignment operation for A(ti , τi ). This Lmin -second
alignment between A(ti , τi ) and I(ti , τi ) is called an
alignment point;
(2) once all the alignment points are identified, evenly assign the remaining time period of the summary among
the shot clusters which have not received any playback
time slot. This assignment must ensure the following
two constraints.
Single-assignment constraint. Each shot cluster can receive only one time slot assignment.
Time-order constraint. All the image segments forming the visual summary must be in original time
order.
The following subsections explain our approach to realizing
the above alignment requirements.
7.1. Alignment based on bipartite graph
Assume that the whole time span Lsum of the video summary is divided by the alignment points into P partitions,
and the time length of partition i is Ti (see Figure 2). Because each image segment forming the visual summary must
be at least Lmin -second long (a time duration of Lmin -second
long is called a time slot), partition i will be able to provide Si = Ti /Lmin  time slots, and hence
the total number
of available time slots becomes Stotal = Pi=1 Si . Here, the
problem becomes as follows: given a total of N shot clusters
and Stotal time slots, determine the best matching between
the shot clusters and the time slots which satisfies the above
two constraints. By some reformulation, this problem can be
converted into the following maximum-bipartite-matching
(MBM) problem [13]. Let G = (V, E) represent an undirected graph, where V is a finite set of vertices and E is
an edge set on V . A bipartite graph is an undirected graph
G = (V, E), in which V can be partitioned into two sets L
and R such that (u, v) ∈ E implies either u ∈ L and v ∈ R or
u ∈ R and v ∈ L. That is, all edges go between the two sets L
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and R. A matching is a subset of edges M ⊆ E such that for
any vertex pair (u, v), where u ∈ L and v ∈ R, at most one
edge of M connects between u and v. A maximum matching is a matching M such that for any matching M  we have
|M | ≥ | M  | .
To apply the MBM algorithm to our alignment problem,
we use each vertex u ∈ L to represent a shot cluster and
each vertex v ∈ R to represent a time slot. An edge (u, v)
exists if a shot cluster u is able to take time slot v without
violating the time-order constraint. If a shot cluster consists of multiple-scene shots, this cluster may have multiple
edges that leave from it and enter diﬀerent vertices in R. A
maximum-bipartite-matching solution is a best assignment
between all the shot clusters and the time slots. Note that a
best assignment is not necessarily unique.
7.2.

Alignment process illustration

Figure 2a illustrates the alignment process using a simple
example. In this figure, the original video program is 70second long and consists of 7 scene shots and 7 spoken sentences each of which lasts for 10 seconds. The user has set
Lsum = 20 seconds and Lmin = 3 seconds. Assume that
the audio summarization has selected two spoken sentences
A(0, 10) and A(30, 10), and that the shot clustering process
has generated five shot clusters as shown in Figure 2a. As
the audio summary is formed by A(0, 10) and A(30, 10), we
must first examine the contents of the corresponding image segments I(0, 10) and I(30, 10) to determine whether the
alignment operations are required. Suppose that I(0, 10) and
I(30, 10) display the faces of the spoken sentences A(0, 10)
and A(30, 10), respectively, and that I(0, 10) and I(30, 10)
have not been aligned with other audio segments yet. Then,
according to the alignment rules, I(0, 10) will be aligned with
A(0, 10), and I(30, 10) with A(30, 10) for Lmin = 3 seconds.
Because I(0, 10) and I(30, 10) have been used once, they will
not be used in other parts of the visual summary. By these
two alignment points, the remaining time period of the visual summary is divided into two partitions, with each lasting
for 7 seconds that can provide at most 2 time slots. Because
there are three shot clusters and four time slots left for the
alignment, we have a bipartite graph for the alignment task
shown in Figure 2b. Since shot cluster 2 consists of two shots,
I(10, 10) and I(50, 10), it could take a time slot in either partition 1 or partition 2. If I(10, 10) is selected from cluster 2,
it can take either time slot 2 or 3 in partition 1. On the other
hand, If I(50, 10) is selected, it can take either time slot 5 or
6 in partition 2. Therefore, we have four edges leaving from
cluster 2, each entering time slots 2, 3, 5, and 6, respectively.
Similarly, there are four edges leaving from cluster 4 and two
edges leaving from shot cluster 5, respectively.
There are several possible maximum matching solutions
for the bipartite graph in Figure 2b. Figure 3a shows one solution where the coarse lines represent the assignment of the
shots to the time slots. Note that in this solution, time slot 3
remains unassigned. This example illustrates a fact that although the MBM algorithm will find a best matching between the available shot clusters and time slots, it may leave
some time slots unassigned, especially when the number of
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Figure 2: An example of the audiovisual alignment and the corresponding bipartite graph.

available shot clusters is less than that of available time slots.
To fill these unassigned time slots, we loosen the singleassignment constraint, examine those clusters with multiple
scene shots, and select an appropriate shot that has not been
used yet, and that satisfies the time-order constraint. In the
above example, the blank time slot 3 is filled using the shot
I(20, 10) in cluster 4 (coarse-dashed line in Figure 3b).
In case when the number of available shot clusters is
more than that of available time shots, some shot clusters
will not be assigned to time slots within the visual summary.
The MBM algorithm determines which cluster to discard and
which cluster to take during its process of finding the best
matching solution.
It is noticed that the MBM algorithm may generate some
false solutions, and Figure 3c shows such an example. Here,
because shot I(60, 10) has been placed before shot I(50, 10),
it has violated the time-order constraint. However, this kind
of false solutions can be easily detected and can be corrected

by sorting the image segments assigned to each partition into
their original time order. In the above example, the time order violation can be corrected by exchanging the two image
segments assigned to time slots 5 and 6 in partition 2.
In a summary, step (2) of the alignment operation
(Section 7) can be described as follows:
(1) after the alignment points have been identified, determine the number of shot clusters and time slots that
are left for the assignment, and construct a bipartite
graph accordingly;
(2) apply the MBM algorithm to find a solution;
(3) examine the solution with the time-order constraint
and, if necessary, sort the image segments assigned to
each partition into their original time order;
(4) if there exist unassigned time slots, examine those shot
clusters with multiple scene shots, and select an appropriate shot that has not been used yet, and that satisfies
the time-order constraint.
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Figure 3: Alignment solutions: the coarse lines represent the assignment of the shot clusters to the time shots; the notation I(·, ·) on
each coarse line tells which shot from the cluster has been selected,
and assigned to the time slot.

8.

SUMMARIZATION PERFORMANCES

Conducting an objective and meaningful evaluation for a
video summarization method is diﬃcult and challenging and
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is an open issue deserving more research. The challenges are
mainly from the fact that research for video summarization
is still at its early stage, and there are no agreed-upon metrics for performance evaluations. These challenges are further compounded by the fact that diﬀerent people carry different opinions and requirements towards video summarization, making the creation of any agreed-upon performance
metrics even more diﬃcult.
Our audiovisual content summarization system has the
following characteristics:
(1) the audio content summarization is achieved by using
the latent semantic analysis (LSA) technique to select
representative spoken sentences from the audio track;
(2) the visual content summarization is performed by
eliminating duplicates/redundancies and preserving
visually distinct contents from the image track;
(3) the alignment operation ensures that the generated audiovisual summary maximizes the coverage for both
audio and visual contents of the original video without having to sacrifice either of them.
In [10], systematic performance evaluations have been
conducted on the LSA-based text summarization method.
The evaluations were carried out by comparing the machinegenerated summaries with the manual summaries created by
three independent human evaluators, and the F-value was
used to measure the overlap degrees between the two types of
summaries. It has been shown that the LSA-based text summarization method achieved the F-value in a range of 0.57
and 0.61 for multiple test runs, the performance compatible with the top-ranking state-of-the-art text summarization
techniques [14, 15].
In the audiovisual content summarization process, as a
visual summary is composed by first grouping visually similar shots into the same clusters, and then selecting at most
one shot segment from each cluster, this visual summarization method ensures that duplicates and redundancies are diminished and visually distinct contents are preserved within
the visual summary. Our evaluations have shown that 85%
of the duplicates or visually similar shots have been properly
grouped together using the clustering method based on the
MST together with the upper-bound and the lower-bound
thresholds.
On the other hand, the alignment operation partially
aligns each spoken sentence in the audio summary to the
image segment displaying the speaker’s face, and fills the remaining period of the visual summary with other image segments. In fact, this alignment method is a mimic of a news
video production technique commonly used by major TV
stations. A common pattern for news programs is that an
anchor person appears on the screen and reports the news
for several seconds. After that, the anchor person continues his/her reports, but the image part of the news video
switches to either a field or some related interesting scenes.
By doing so, visual contents of news broadcast are remarkably enriched, and viewers will not get bored. On the other
hand, by mimicking this news video production technique
in our summarization process, we get an audiovisual content
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Figure 4: Audiovisual summarization of a 12-minute news program.

summary which provides a richer visual content and a more
natural audiovisual content overview. Such audiovisual summaries dramatically increase the information intensity and
depth, and lead to a more eﬀective video content overview.
Figure 4 illustrates the process of summarizing a 12minute CNN news program reporting the Anthrax threat
after the September 11 terrorist attack. The news program
consists of 45 scene shots in its image track, and 117 spoken sentences in its audio track. Keyframes of all the shots
are displayed at the left-hand side of the figure in their original time order. Obviously, this news program contains many
duplicated shots which arise from video cameras switching
forth and back among anchor persons and field reporters.
The user has set Lsum = 60 seconds and Lmin = 2.5 seconds. The shot clustering process has generated 25 distinct
shot clusters, and the audio summarization process has selected sentences 1, 3, 38, 69, and 103 for composing the audio
summary. The clustering result is shown by the table in the
middle of Figure 4. It is clear from the clustering result that

all the duplicated shots have been properly grouped into the
appropriate clusters, and there is no apparent misplacement
among the resultant clusters. Because the total time length
of these five sentences equals 70 seconds, the actual length of
the produced audiovisual summary exceeds the user specified summary length by 10 seconds.
Among the five sentences comprising the audio summary, four sentences have their corresponding image segments containing the speakers’ faces. Each of these four audio sentences has been aligned with its corresponding image
segment for Lmin = 2.5 seconds. The dashed lines between
the audio and the visual summaries denote these alignments.
With the actual Lsum = 70 seconds and Lmin = 2.5 seconds, the audiovisual summary can accommodate 28 time
slots. As there are a total of only 25 distinct shot clusters,
some shot clusters were assigned more than one time slot
(e.g., clusters 0, 15, 17, 20, 21). To find an alignment solution that fulfills the two alignment constraints listed in
Section 7, several shot clusters were not assigned any time
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slots and were consequently discarded by the alignment algorithm (e.g., clusters 6, 7, 8, 11). The configuration of the
audio and the visual summaries are displayed at the righthand side of Figure 4.
Video summarization examples can be viewed at
http://www.ccrl.com/∼ygong/VSUM/VSUM.html.
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